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Tik tok has got to be one of the most narcissistic, IQ draining,
emotionally and mentally manipulative apps in the world, and that's
me being a bit economical with the truth.
Of all the problems with the app, the biggest one in my opinion is
the fact that it's marketed towards the most impressionable minds
out there; kids and teenagers.
I mean, why go through the rigours and risks of watching child
pornography in the dark web, when there's an app out there to
satisfy your sick abominable cravings, for free! As creepy as that
last sentence is, it's actually the scary truth about tiktok.
Tik tok aims to sexualize mostly teenagers, and kids —KIDS!
Wearing skimpy clothing, and dancing around like strippers in the
most sexually provocative way possible is the order of the day in
the world of tik tok, and the consumers of such content ranges
from sex crazed fellow teenagers to straight up pedophiles.
Take a look at 16yr old Charlie D'amelio who mostly shakes her
ass in very skimpy clothing. She has managed to gather close to
100 million fans, which will deﬁnitely consist of creeps and
pedophiles.
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Can you see how much I'm stressing the "pedophiles" thing
enough? Because they've become a serious problem on the app,
and if your child is a popular tik toker, bear it at the back of your
mind that he or she probably has a bunch of pedos and creeps
drooling over their content.
If that doesn't make you shudder as a parent, then I don't
know what will.
Tik tok gives teenagers the negative mindset that the only way they
can be famous is to be extremely sexual and narcissistic. This
breeds a bunch of irresponsible youths which then become the
role model for the really young ones.
Normally, people got famous due to talent, now, due to tik tok,
people can now get famous by being really vulgar and shaking
their hips.
Let me tell you something that may shock you; do you know that tik
tok pushes the content of the pretty and sexy tik tokers to the top
of their feed? They straight up give them more exposure.
In other words, actual talent + average looking goes down, and I
mean down, and then smoking hot + lip biting/hip rotation goes up.
If you're not too pretty, it won't be so easy to be famous on tik tok;
you know how psychologically damaging that could be?
Speaking of psychologically damaging; do you know that tik tok
terribly diminishes the attention span of it's users?
Studies have shown that the attention span of this present
generation of kids have plummeted drastically, with tik tok being a
major culprit. Some go as low as a goldﬁsh—how on earth are
these people supposed to function in class?
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Tik tok is designed to wire your brain into wanting quick
gratiﬁcation, that's why most of the videos are really short, with a
maximum duration of only 3 minutes. This means that tik tokers
have a few seconds to catch your attention before you scroll away.
You keep scrolling through the feed, searching for that one video
that’ll give you the dopamine rush you crave. You keep looking at
random videos, scrolling away, looking at random videos scrolling
away, all in a bid to ﬁnd the perfect video, and believe it or not, this
process could go on for hours.
Hours of zero productivity

Let's also not forget about the security implications
of tik tok.
Tik tok has continually given the US government headaches, which
would have something to do with the fact that it's biggest investor is
the Chinese government.
Tik tok may claim to be an independent organization, but we all
know that if a man as dictatorial as Xi Jin Ping walks up to tik tok
and demands some of their sensitive information, they can't refuse.
This is why the US government banned it's oﬃcials and military
personnel from installing tik tok on government devices, that's how
paranoid and concerned they are.
Here’s something that could scare you: Do you know that
according to their terms (which apparently nobody reads), tik tok is
allowed to collect sensitive information like ip address, geo
location, browsing and search history, as well as other unique
device identiﬁers. It can also grab your contacts.
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In fact, tik tok was caught monitoring what users were typing, in
other apps! The amount of sensitive data collected by the app is
much more than facebook, and where do all the information go? To
the Chinese government.
You might be asking yourself "I’m no celebrity or public ﬁgure so I
really shouldn’t care, afterall, they wouldn’t waste their time spying
on me", well, you’re correct about that, but if you’re of no interest to
them, they could proceed to sell your sensitive information to
people who would have use for you; they could be scammers,
serial killers, creeps and pedophiles.
Oh, and there's also the dangerous, and straight up stupid trends
they churn out on a daily basis. Trends like the Bernadryl
challenge; which involves a person trying to ingest as much
Bernadryl as possible,
The black out challenge: Which involves a person trying to stop
him/herself from breathing till they pass out. This challenge led to
the death of a 10yr old girl named Antonella.
The teeth ﬁling challenge: Which involves a person ﬁling his
teeth. Dentists had to explain how much damage the trend causes
to the enamel.
The tik tok ﬁre challenge: Which involves a person setting a part
of him/herself on ﬁre and putting it out as fast as possible. This
has, as expected, landed a lot of teenagers, and even adults in the
emergency room.
Are these the type of persons you'd want your kids to look up
to?
If you really love your kids, you’d either heavily regulate their tik tok
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usage or ban it.
Dr Mehmet Yildiz
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